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INTERNET IS A POWERFUL SPACE FOR CREATION AND EXPRESSION. IS IT AT RISK?
KEY FACTS ABOUT ONLINE VAW IN MEXICO
66% women have faced violence in their lifetime.

INEGI
In Mexico at least 9 million women face cyberharrassment. INEGI
86% UNKNOWN
11% KNOWN
6% FRIENDS
4% CLASSMATES OR COWORKERS
2% PARTNER/EX
2% FAMILY MEMBER

(Perpetrators)

INEGI
(ACTION TAKEN BY WOMEN)

26% BLOCKED
26% IGNORED
14% CHANGED OR CANCELLED ACCOUNT
11% INFORMED OTHERS
5% CONFRONTED

INEGI
WHAT ARE WE DOING LUCHADORAS IN MEXICO?
TAKE BACK THE TECH! CAMPAIGN + FEMINIST PRINCIPLES OF THE INTERNET

ASSOCIATION OF PROGRESSIVE COMMUNICATIONS
1. GRASSROOTS DOCUMENTATION
13 TYPES OF TECH RELATED VIOLENCE

LUCHADORAS, SOCIAL TIC, TAKE BACK THE TECH
Unauthorized Access (Devices or Accounts)
Control and Manipulation of Information
Impersonation and Identity Theft
Monitoring and Stalking
Discriminatory Expressions
Harassment
Threats
Dissemination of Information Without Consent
Sexual Abuse and Exploration Related to Tech
Extortion
Discredit
Take Downs of Expression Channels
Omissions by Actors with Regulatory Power

13 Types of Tech Related Violence
Luchadoras, Social Tic, Take Back the Tech
6 TRENDS OF CONCERN

VIRAL HATE
TAKE DOWN SPACES
ORGANIZED ATTACKS
EXTORSION NCII
STATE SURVEILLANCE
DISCREDIT CAMPAIGNS

INTERNET ES NUESTRA
TO ACKNOWLEDGE WITH SURVIVORS

THE IMPACTS

PHYSICAL
Sweating, Nausea, Headache, Stomachache, Appetite, Tension

EMOTIONAL
Anxiety, Anger, Depression, Fear, Confusion, Impotence

OTHERS
Self Censorship, Mobility, Left Technologies
2. LEGISLATIVE AND CAMPAIGN ANALYSIS

INTERNETESNUESTRA.MX
STIGMATIZING WOMEN’S SEXUAL EXPRESSION TO STOP THAT BLAIMS VICTIMS PROMOTES ABSTENTION BLURS VIOLENCE AND PERPETRATORS REPRODUCE MISUNDERSTANDINGS ON THE MEDIA
3. CREATING CONTENT
ENCOURAGING STORYTELLING TO REFLECT WOMEN’S AGENCY AND POWER THROUGH THE STORYTELLING CAMP VOCES DE MUJERES AND THE MEDIA INITIATIVE LUCHADORAS.MX
INCLUDING WOMEN’S CONTRIBUTIONS BY CREATING KNOWLEDGE IN WIKIPEDIA

THROUGH

EDITATONA

EDITING MARATHONS FOR WOMEN

WITH WIKIMEDIA MEXICO
4. CREATING SPACES
WORKSHOPS on
SAFE SEXTING
FEMINIST MEME AND GIF
ZINE CREATION

LUCHARADORAS
CIBERSEGUROS

HANDS ON WORKSHOPS AND FACE TO FACE DISCUSSIONS

CIBERSEGUROS.ORG
LUCHADORAS.MX

lulu@luchadoras.org